
Automatic Sanitary Toothpick Packing machine
 

Function and application: 
Automatic desion Toothpick packing machine：specializes in the production of paper-
based toothpick packing, it has a high speed (500-1000 pieces per minute). High efficiency.
Good stability. It can be single and double support. Single and Double head. Packing paper
thickness required 28 grams to 100 grams OPP film also available. Packaging is fully
automated. Power frequency Control: 220 volt. Power: 0.37 kw.
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Features：
1. Efficient: Manufacture of bags, filling, sealing, cutting, heating,



date/batch number accomplished at one time;
2. Intelligent: The packaging speed and the length of the pouch can be
adjusted through the screen without changing parts;
3. Profession: The independent temperature controller with heat
balance allows different packing materials;
4. Feature: Automatic stop function, with safe operation and saving of
film;
5. Practical: Low loss, labor saving, easy operation and maintenance.
 
Company Information

1. dession Packaging Machinery Co., LTD is a modern comprehensive baler manufacturing



company integrating research, manufacture and sale.
 
2. Our company has passed EU CE certification.
 
3. Besides, our equipments are widely evaluated by many customers from different countries
such as England, Germany, France, Russia, America, Singapore, Malaysia, South Africa, Israel,
and so on.
 
4. All the technologies and equipments are based on the practicality and the applicability,
trying to improve production efficiency and creation of maximum value for the clients.
 
Our PArtners



Our service
 
1. With a professional aftersales service team, we can provide you a satisfied technical service team No
matter what country you are in.
 
2. Any video of installation of packing machine, setting, configuration, maintenance are available to any
buyer.
 
3. If you have a problem using the machine and the videos cannot help, our technician will have video chat
with you to solve your problem.
 
4. Warranty: 2 years (electrical accessories) and free lifetime maintenance.
 
(Notice: To save your cost, we offer several video chat services for you, but if you insist on overseas
service, the cost of the trip and the cost of the technician will be paid by you).

About OUR Price
Foshan dession Packaging Machinery Co., LTD mainly manufactures packing machines and pillows
Vertical automatic packaging machines.

The prices of the equipment vary according to the type of machines (the type is up to the size and the
property of
Customer's product.) and customer specific requirements for the machine (full or partial)
Stainless steel equipment).

Also, based on the brand of the essential component of the packing machine, the price will be different
Next to China, Japan, and Germany.

Finally, the prices of the standard and non-standard machines are also different. The standard machine
Generally it is a fixed price but the non-standard is based on specific requirements like the
Delivery form, measurement form, demand to inflate and deflate, style make
A bag, the way to drill and code, etc.

Shipping:



 
Once the payment is received, the delivery date will be in 15-30 business days,
 
By air, by sea or by Express (DHL, etc.)
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